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2018 introduction how amazing! When Dear Mom was first published in 1978, there was no such thing as e-books, no online sales, and no social media. What a privilege it is now to release this e-book edition, with images from my personal collection and 100 pages from the original manuscript that was never published until the 20th anniversary edition in 1998. All these years you've been sharing your personal stories with me and I've
heard you. Thank you for trusting me to be your witness in a way that maybe your community can't. What you taught me is profound. So, for anyone who suffered in silence, who lived in the despair of justice, who turned to drugs and alcohol as pain relief, who allowed anger to control life, and whose stories will never be told except as cold statistics, this edition is dedicated to you. Domestic violence is generational, scholarly behavior.
And while new laws and better interventions can certainly help -- and acre —only people's updated orders can actually change behavior. That's the main reason I kept Dear Mom in regular publicity for nearly forty years. It's important to me that the original autobiography is available to anyone who wants to read it themselves. I believe that life is a journey, that life is about personal responsibility —at some point there can be no more
excuses and no more lies. Therefore, I still have hope and deep gratitude for the journey itself. Christina Crawford North Idaho, USA, 2017 Part I Episode 1 is dead. New York City, May 10, 1977, at 10:00 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time. Official cause of death:A nightly arrest: While the service was speeding up the news around the world, we heard a brief message on the radio station on our way to the airport. The only time so far I cried
was when an old symthe called to tell me about the TV news station coming to take pictures of her collection of clothes and pictures in his living room and ask if he could have her dog... If no one else asked for it. Will I bring the dog back with me? She's barely cold and someone wants the dog! It was the same story again - the old clothes and shiny ankle strap shoes × 10 and the damn dog. The rage made me shake and tears poured
down my face... And yet somehow my voice sounds ever polite. I hung up the phone. Superstar's dead. Now the closet door will open and every ecstachy in America will be at the parade waving their faithful notes signed God bless... Joan. Cried. But it wasn't grief, it was anger... A flash of old rage like one of those violent thunderstorms and lightning that cleft through the eastern sky and disappears. The rest was just phone calls and
reservations for the plane. I had a terrible headache and felt a bit shaky inside, but there were no tears. David held my hand and I felt his power calm me down slowly. Somehow, if I could just hold his hand, I could get through it. Fortunately there. There's no food on this flight because I felt like I couldn't swallow anything. I tried to sleep and fell into some kind of suspended dream... I could hear everything but my eyes were closed. I
was cold and uncomfortable and had already been in the same clothes for 15 hours. It dawned when we landed in New York. Outside the baggage claim area a dark-haired man with a slight accent asked if we wanted a taxi. I said yes and he took our bags. There were no yellow cabs in sight. David and I followed him to a black limousine parked by the sidewalk. I looked at David and smiled... Well, why not? Twenty dollars was fair
enough and that would be a nice change for us. An England woman who went to the village sat out front discussing how happy she was to be home again and how she despised Los Angeles. As we drove through Queens, the dirty, knee-deeply bumpy old buildings, the high subways that were leeching over us and the people pushing their way another day made me feel deeply relieved that we didn't live in the city. My brother Chris
arrived at the hotel about 10:30. He looks much older and thinner. Hard times and trouble were so obvious that he might as well carry a sign. We held each other with blessings and condolences and the kind of understanding that stuck back 30 years in childhood. I'm really glad you're here, Chris is everything I said. It was very difficult for him. Chris has not been included in any family events since he was 15. The four of us kids have
always been in touch, but privately. Mom almost didn't mention his name in the last 19 years. Now that she's dead, we've all been together again. He got a six-train from Long Island. Actually, he only lived about 100 miles from the city, but it was like another world out there. His city... It belonged there... He knew almost everyone... Married and owned a house... Do his job... There's been a volunteer firefighter for a few years... Found
himself a place after returning home from Vietnam. I really like Chris. We drank black coffee from slightly wet paper mugs from the deli around the corner and Chris took another exederine. David changed into his blue suit and Cardin and Libby flooded with pride. What a great man, this husband of mine. I'm the luckyest woman in the world. At noon, the three of us took a cab to the Drake Hotel. There, we were supposed to meet the
lawyer, the secretary and one sister with her husband. The blessing was tense. Everyone was polite and there was a lot going on underneath all that niceness. Words looked hollow and when I looked face to face... I felt there was something strange. Chris was sitting across the room from the secretary. Once years ago they were sworn enemies. She made Chris in a lot of unnecessary trouble in her own fight for a permanent place at
home. Chris was a good target and she didn't miss many chances. Chris smoked his cigarettes. My sister's husband spoke... And I talked... Joan, it's Joan who... I looked at David and then Chris. My sister and the secretary had very specific ideas about Mom's wishes, or rather funeral arrangements. Nothing was written before she died except that she wanted to be cremated. It was strange that someone so organized in fanaticism
should leave all the details to everyone else, let alone a group decision... Especially considering the people in this group. But still... That was it. Somehow we had to decide and soon... Like right away. The lawyer was brokering, and that's all he could do anyway. And there we were... Dispard group to say the least... Deciding how to organize the formality of burying Mom when never in all our other experiences with her if we decided
nothing about her other than how each of us would live our lives. As the hours went on it became painfully clear what some of the life decisions were. A student of group dynamics had a field day with the changing interaction, assumptions of privilege and power. Then, during one of campbell's many phone calls, the lawyer has a really weird expression on his face when he listened to a voice on the other side. It was the only emotional
expression I saw on his face the whole time... That was surprising. Your mother was embossed. You can see her if you want. He said it straight and without emphasis. It wasn't ordered because she was supposed to burn. It wasn't exactly licensed either, whatever that means. I guess that means it's done right. Maybe because of the time involved. She died on Tuesday, we didn't all show up until Wednesday and she couldn't burn until
Thursday because I guess everyone had to agree to burn. Well, whatever the reason... That's where she was... Embalming at Campbell's. Weird. In fact, it all started to feel strange and neglected. I had to keep up with David to keep my sense of reality... It waned in and out. We were like an isolated jury... Decisions had to be made no matter how much someone wanted to take over, a kind of ritual primitiveism prevented autocratic
rule. Nothing in anyone's relationship with Mom prepared them for decision-making for her... So they had to be done for us, by us. The secretary and my sister felt they had an inner pathway to mom's thinking. Chris, I think, has vowed to keep his mouth shut for as long as possible. David never met Mom and was very diplomatic and quite quiet. My sister's husband talked about their close relationship with Joan. I felt my anger again. I
was the eldest and assumed a little courtesy would be given to me, but not much was. Looks like the lawyer was looking at my younger sister and then the secretary. It gave me amazement, but I put my two cents on a line whether I agreed or disagreed and somehow it worked out. And then it was turned off for My sister was supposed to sign the papers and pick out the urn. David and I went with the lawyer, my sister and her husband.
Secretary and Chris stayed at Drake's. My other sister hasn't come from Iowa yet. Her plane must be late. She took the news very hard and we all took care of her. Chris would bring her to Campbell and the secretary wouldn't go. The funeral home on 81st Street was as you imagine it would be. Everything looks more like a movie every minute. The men were dressed just right and sounded like undertakers. It was quiet and people
were talking quietly. I started to feel very tired and a little sick in my stomach. I clung to David's hand whenever I could. He was my life and my reality. Cathy signed the papers and then she and I chose a simple brass jug with no grapes or no cowes. There will be no dedication on this. When we got back downstairs, Cindy and Chris came. The little blue room with its love seats and simple chairs was full. The moment has arrived. The
campbell man asked who wanted to see Mom. For the first time total silence surrounded us all. It was almost like no one could breathe. We looked at each other. What thoughts must have been running around in every brain. Cathy said no. Cindy shook her head. Chris swallowed hard and looked pretty pale. He said no. The campbell man looked directly at me, expressionless. Almost without an hour I said, I want to see her. He
opened the door and led me to a small elevator. We went in and the door closed quietly. We'll make a fortune by 1.65% He started telling me how beautiful she looked, and his face was pretty radiant when he described how hard he worked from some of his favorite pictures of hers. I'd totally get a little distracted by his story... He thought no one would see what he did... No one would appreciate it. He seemed almost grateful and his
eyes glistened. I stared at him with real attraction. I never knew anyone who did this. It seemed like a very long time that he and I had been tied together in this special exchange. The lie was here, too, even in death. I was supposed to be the last audience. The little elevator stopped on the second floor. He led the way again, down a short hallway near the room with satin-lined coffins where Cathy and I chose the urn. At the end of the
corridor there was a large room, the door was open but the lights were off. He stepped aside to let me come back and I walked slowly because I wasn't sure where we were going. The lights go on and startle me. I looked right in front of me and I was scared like hell. There she was. Died not 10 feet away, lying on a table. Can I be alone, please... I whispered. My knees felt weak and my hands were shaking. I heard the man walking
down the hall. I stood there, alone, a lump filled my throat and tears covered my eyes. I And looked and looked. That's my mom and she's really dead. Somehow I had to know that. Somehow I had to take this scary time alone to make it even... To know for myself that death was real even if a lot of lives weren't. To make sure I gave myself that time alone with her right at the end so I could keep going. It was very fragile... I felt very
scared. I mean really scared... Scared beyond anything I've ever known. I didn't know what to do. I was still standing in the doorway of the room. I didn't move. There was no one here with me... It was my time. I didn't have to worry about letting anyone wait... Or what everyone thought. It was just the two of us. Mom and I are alone for the last time. An incredible wave of sadness washed over me... My mouth trembled and my eyes
filled with tears that hadn't yet been released. I swallowed a few times and heard myself say mom... Oh, Mom... I loved you so much, and I loved you so much, the tears penetrated my face and I wiped some of them. I went to the table and stood by her. Her eyes were closed and they did a good job with the makeup. It seems quite natural, surprisingly so. Her hair was short and was made back from her face. It was gray. Her hands
rested on the cream satin blanket that covered her and she was dressed in pale salmon silk nylon. Her nails were polished and she had lipstick. When I looked carefully at her almost inch by inch, I noticed how thin she was... To be honest, she wasted nothing, skin and bones. At that moment, I realized that total arrest wasn't the whole story, not the whole story at all. It takes a long time to be so thin. She's got almost nothing left. But her
face was her face and I looked at her for a long time. I've never seen a man die. At any moment, I expected her to open her eyes and give a grudge. I reached out and touched her hand. It was cold. Mum had very strong hands and was proud of the pressure of a straight hand forward. Her hands were also very thin, her wrists a little more than bones. I don't know how long I stood there thinking about her... Me... We've both been
locked in our tumultuous relationship all these years. I was the first child... Her dear, beautiful princess, the golden girl she wanted so badly. Maybe it was only true that only I needed the courage to be the last... To be with her for a while in death. I know you're not here with me any longer, Mom... I know your soul is no longer... I just want to tell you that I love you... That I forgive you... You know I forgave you a long time ago. We had
so much pain together, you and I... But now Mom... God let us both go. God has freed you to begin another journey. I pray the next one has less agony. God set us free, dear mother. Go in peace. I could hear the whibs now, they were mine. It's time for me to go. I leaned over Kissed her forehead gently. Good-bye, Mom. Hello... And I love you. I wiped my face with my backhand and put on my dark glasses. And then I turned around
and left her. As we walked down the stairs, I was able to tell the Campbell man that she looked beautiful. He did a good job. Episode 2 Hollywood in the 1920s was almost like a lawless city of Western folklore. The city of Hollywood was developed by people like C.E. They were the visionaries and knew aspiration that orange trees, avocado orchards and dusty unseroured country alleyways were calmly engulfed through the slob
village, one day soon sparkling, the jewel of the West, the shining star in a fantasy of millions, a mecca of a new breed of crook and dreamer: Hollywood. They helped decide where the studios should be built because they controlled a lot of land with the banking and insurance knowledge to back them up. Sid Grauman who built the Palace and the Architectural Temple of Hollywood, Grauman's Chinese Theatre on Hollywood
Boulevard, was the developer, and C.E. Along with the likes of Mul holland and Toni, they cared about the details of much of Los Angeles. In those days the stars of the big screen and the quiet built fantastic mansions in the hills that were usually copies of European castles or English mansions. The Mediterranean influence was very strong, and handicrafts were imported to create hand-painted ceilings, intricate tiled mosaics and
hand-carved violinists, doors, railings and all the other grand ornaments that decorated the modern Royal Monastery. There was no income tax then and the films started paying their big stars fantastic sums. Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin both report earning over a million dollars a year... Tax-free. Lower loires, while not overnight millionaires, certainly had no thoughts of poverty and most spent the never-ending new offering of
their wealth satisfying every whim that occurred. Because they were associated with Hollywood studios and often worked a six-day week in full-length make-up within a few weeks, their expenses were attuned to local self-pampering: lavish mansions, expensive cars, lavish parties and jewelry. The servants were not a problem and most were imported from Europe where they had already been properly trained. In the midst of all this
money and fame, most people have recently come from small towns and difficult times. They had no idea how to be the grandchildren and masters of their dreams, so they copied what they read about the powerful Eastern families and the European monarchy. However, to do this and carry it out with any semblance of reality, someone in local beliefs had to know which sams fork went where and when to serve which wine. The
simplest solution turned out to be simple to import Servants run the houses as they had earlier imported the artisans to build them. And for the next thirty years the English servants and nannies, Scandinavian, German, French and Italian cooks, maids and drivers, Japanese gardeners and Filipino maids poured into Los Angeles. People like CIA. There was still no real thought about developing the San Fernando Valley, but by 1913, the
water essential to the expansion of the Los Angeles Basin had already been designed and the aqueduct that would make its way hundreds of miles from Mono County to the north was underway. The film industry that began in Brooklyn and Long Island is moving to Southern California with the enticing promise of cheap land, outdoor spots within reach and nearly 350 days a year of sunshine. The pleasant climate and cheap land
widely publiced across the East have brought people to the West for some time. They were very curious, these modern settlers. I think it was Frank Lloyd Wright who said if you cleared a map of the United States, everything that wasn't nailed would end up in L.A. And that was just it. Land crooks and religious zealots, health food advocates and aspiring actors have all found a home in Los Angeles. However, no matter how much
money they made, actors and Jews were rarely allowed into the trendiest residential district of the time. The old Wilshire county of Hancock Park frowned upon these rich film people and found ways to get them out of their clubs and golf courses. It was quite natural then, because those gods and gods of late-screen quiet silver found their way into the empty hills of Hollywood and a few years later moved further west to build what is
now Beverly Hills as their own separate city. For every Hollywood star I think it's safe to say there were at least a thousand hopefuls of all ages who lived in homes, hotels and cottages near Franklin Boulevard, Melrose and Santa Monica Boulevard. There were thousands more working in various studio offices and staff roles who set up the vast support systems needed to produce films at the fantastic rate at which they set out to meet
the growing demand at the box office. From small towns all over America, the hopeful youngsters who won a dance competition, a beauty pageant, anything vaguely resembling show business, gathered in Hollywood. When they arrived they found themselves in fierce competition with the dancers from the Broadway chorus lines and the vaudeville comics. And yet they came up with a suitcase full of dreams and a few dollars in their
pocket. Hollywood was a very small town in those days and if you can figure out how to get there you can figure out how to meet people and find a place to stay without too much trouble. That's what I have to do. Problem. The problem was how to get into the movies. It was customary to line up in front of the casting offices of the studios for two reasons. If there was photo casting for some parts and fermentation there was a possibility
of work. But even if there wasn't work, it was one of the best ways to find out what was going on at the other studios. Mom told me that actors got $5 a day that included their wardrobe, unless it was a costume photo, and there was no such thing as an eight-hour day. In other words, there were no overtime and no unions. In fact, the Screen Actors Guild wasn't created until 1934, and when it was, Mom was among the first 200 charter
members. But by then she was a big star. She also told me that it's common practice for actors who did get a job to pay back two or three dollars out of the five they were paid to the person who hired you. If an actor or actress didn't back out, they wouldn't have worked in this studio the next time there was photo casting. It was very difficult to support dreams of two or three dollars a day, when you were lucky to get a few days of work a
month. Between lining up in studio casting offices where the odds were one of a hundred of getting a job, anyone who wanted to get into movies and become a star worked diligently in the next important part of career creation... Look. To be seen means to be invited to parties and then to be invited to the right parties. Being seen means getting your name to the gossipy columns which means going somewhere with someone more well
known than you no matter who they were or what you think of them. Being seen means making sure that the way you look has attracted attention... Any kind of attention... So in addition to the beautiful people there was always a great contingence of the weird and the scary. Being seen means spending hours dreaming of programs of noticeable and unique behavior patterns of every possible kind. Entrances and exits have been
carefully designed and one-act plays have all been designed to look... To ensure heads turned and people changed the identity of the player. If you haven't started with easily recognizable neurotic behavior, you've just created a few. If you couldn't afford a glow... Anything to pay attention to. It was a completely separate world with its set of values that had nothing to do with the rest of the world. Here, as nowhere else, the thylasm
was real and everyone wanted to get in. It didn't matter for a second how you got where you were going because the studio advertising departments were from reality their stories to the public once you enjoyed it. They were all after the same thing... Stars, stars, stars, stars and they were clawing and fighting or fucking anything that went to get there one step ahead of you. There was no protection from the bribes and casting sofas and
no one would have felt bad if you hadn't done it. If you failed, it was just one. Body in competition for attention and jobs. Fairness and morality were irrelevant and left behind in all small towns across America. The absolute sign of social acceptance can only be awarded by one Hollywood invitation. Among the many brilliantly sequinned noirs, none were more remarkable than the unofficial royal family of Hollywood, the king and queen
of Tinseltown, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford. An invitation to Pfir and mined worldwide as the only legitimate indication that someone had attacked Hollywood. As hard as she tries, the big-eyed jazz baby, the bezzy hair and the name of the movie magazine competition can't break pickfair's social barriers. Lucille Le Ure arrived in Hollywood in January 1925 as one of the lucky newcomers. She already had a signed M.G.M.
contract. In the studio during the day she did the usual standing who roles and bit the pieces while they danced in exhibitions and competitions. She became Joan Crawford a year later through a film magazine called the MGM-sponsored Star Competition. Between 1925 and 1928, she appeared in 20 films, averaging between four and five a year. But it wasn't until our dancing daughters were released in 1928 that she finally came
close to stardom. After four remarkably short years, with 20 images to her credit and almost assured star, there was still no hint of an invitation from Fifair. However, Joan Crawford was not one to give up easily. In 1929, she married Prince Pifer, Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Columnists acknowledged the union in mixed opinions. Sure, it seemed like a love game, but it was no secret in Hollywood that Joan Crawford never stopped trying to
get better. But the Hollywood royal family was undoubtedly less enthusiastic about the whole affair and, ironically for the new Mrs Fairbanks, there was still no invitation to Fipier! For a while no prince nor his showgirl were particularly welcome. It was only at Douglas's insistence that almost a year later, she was finally invited to lunch. Years later Mom said she didn't think they'd ever really love her. They never made her feel comfortable
or particularly welcome. But, regardless of their problems, her career continued to climb. Over the next four years, she made more than a dozen other films. She acquired polish and glamour and Douglas helped her acquire good manners and good taste. Raine's remake, released in 1932, was a dismal failure. Critics and the public reacted with mixed feelings to this extreme departure in Joan Crawford's public image. At the same time,
tory newspaper and film magazines reported that fairbanks' marriage regretted an abortion. The young star could be in her late twenties having an abortion. But it is equally true even in the name of her mother-in-law, america's sweetheart of less than a decade ago, horrified at the prospect of being called a grandmother. In Days it was barely recognized by the major advertising departments of studios whose stars were married, let
alone have children! If it were immoral to have a baby, it's inconceivable to be called Grandma. It's just not done, it's never been done and it probably shouldn't start now. It wasn't really the era of widowed queens. Abortion or miscarriage, the results were the same. There were no children and no grandchildren from this marriage and it ended in the spring of 1933. Because Joan Crawford has become a Haman star until now, the
number of photos she's done each year has begun to drop to two or three. After her marriage to Paybanks failed, she devoted herself to her career and her affair with Clark Gable. At The Goebel, she found her match. He was a man big enough, charming enough and strong enough to cope with her spirit, her drive and her ambition. But he was also a married man and any regular contact was impossible. It was during this period that
she considered adopting her niece and her name, Joan. Her brother Hal divorced his wife for only a few years, leaving her with a baby girl. Although the event gained widespread notoriety, the adoption never passed. She remarried in October 1935. This time it was for Francot Ton'. Fransut was the epitome of cultural gentlemen and learners. His family tree went all the way back to the American Revolution, even ancestors who were
expert goldsmiths competing with Paul Revere. He was from the Eastern establishment and made significant achievements on Broadway and through membership in the famous group theater. Not only did he have reproduction, impeccable taste and a respectable family, he was also an intellectual and actor. They made a few movies together before and after they got married, but he never became a real Hollywood star. Mom was
fascinated by his stories about the group theater and acting classes that resemble the great Russians Boleslavsky and Stenyslavsky. Having never taken formal lessons in anything but singing and dancing, she bullying him into teaching her what he had learned. She told one funny story about the first time he agreed to give her one of the exercises. It had to do with something he called sensory memory and it was designed to make the
player aware of possibilities beyond the obvious. It was to get you out of thinking only about the dialogue and the character and into the deeper meaning of relationships and motivation. In short, the exercises are designed to develop potential and untapped areas of emotion and physical sensations. She sat on the floor next to him, fascinated by how he explained what real actors went through to perfect their craft and what attention
they pay to inner life and motivation. She waited very carefully while he gave her a short course on systematic acting, something she had heard of but never knew anyone to ask how it worked. Her big eyes followed his every move and 2011 Gesture. Finally, the lecture ended and he was ready to give her the first exercise. The big moment has arrived. She barely dared breathe. As she listened attentively to the instructions, her heart
sank. Francot obviously decided to start from the beginning. Since it's usually not stretchable, it might be the only explanation for what was supposed to come. When the details were revealed, it became clear that what Fransut was thinking about was a carrot! She was supposed to stand like a carrot, think like a carrot and feel like a carrot. For a few minutes she stared at him at the end of his description. Then there was total silence
as the full effect of what was expected of her crept through her consciousness. It's not what she expected. However, it was the famous method by which she heard so much and she was determined to try it. Slowly she rose to her feet and her status as a carrot. No one will ever really know the extent of her performance as a carrot he learned, because at that point in the story she burst out laughing. She said she told Francot that she
thought it was ridiculous... She was never going to be found as a carrot and she couldn't imagine how in the world it could help her career or get her good parts. That was the end of acting lessons. She and Fransut lived at her home at 426 North Bristol. Together they finished the renovation process and company William Haynes decorated it with a combination of modern and antique furniture. Pernsot had a lot of beautiful family
money, including a huge tea service. The formal dining room had shelves built into one complete wall to provide a permanent display for the exquisite parts. When they got married she was a big star and he was just a lead actor. Despite her setback at the box office in the years to come, she remained a star and he didn't step up to become a star. It was a disappointment to her and a serious disadvantage to him. It turned out painfully
that he missed New York, the theater and his own way of life. He lived constantly in the shadow of her starlets even though he was a well-known and highly respected actor. During her marriage she became a wine expert and learned about gourmet food. Francot taught her to appreciate art and literature, antiquities and a kind life. Her dinners were impeccable. The long dining table which can easily seat twenty is set in Europe's most
formal, silver and crystal linens all coordinated to create the perfect elegance. In the front cellar was a locked wine cellar stocked floor-to-ceiling with the best wines money could buy. Three walls had built-in wine shelves and the temperature was controlled to age the properly expensive liquids. The jazz baby became a slick, sophisticated movie star and finally became a lady. When Fransot's friends from the East came to They're
actually headquarters at 426 North Bristol. Some would stay there, but others would hang out around the pool. This whole atmosphere was completely alien to them, something they just read about. They were the New York audience, the group theater people. They all spoke the same language and shared many of the same experiences. Fransut and his friends from New York would sit for days on the end of drinking and talk about the
good old days. She didn't pay much attention to what they said and she didn't really care about most people. She was too busy trying to save her drowning career. 7:36 p.m. was her last big box office year and she knew the photos MGM was letting her do were getting shallower and less successful. On the other hand, as her MGM friends and constant publicity gathered for a fun afternoon of gossip and talk of shops, Francot seemed
uncomfortable and out of place. Then there were Francot's little flirtations that always threatened to turn things around. She was always more busy working than he was and it upset her greatly that he found time to be in love with others and was no longer ambitious. The gap between them grew professionally despite learning that her career was not progressing well. That marriage didn't yield children either, and when she caught him
having an affair with another woman, she kicked him out of the house. The divorce was finalized in April 1939. If it can be said that her marriage to Fairbanks gave her the sign of acceptance and respectability, her marriage to Francot gave her culture and elegance. She kept the money and antiques and periodically added the wine cellar. She designed excellent dinner menus and alertly arranged the venue's cards which designated
careful seating arrangements. The library shelves were decorated with beautiful collections of rare, assoteric skin-related books, some of which took the time to read. She still preferred to read the funny newspapers and loved cookies with butter on them, but she was finally a lady. But she was alone again after two failed marriages, numerous attempts to care for the world and 14 years in pictures. And she's not getting any younger.
Publicly, her date of birth was always reported as March 23, 1908, but Grandma once told me that she was actually born in 1904. It made her closer to 35 in 1939 when I delivered to her. Chapter 3 My official documents simply say a girl was born on the afternoon of June 11, 1939. My real mother was a student and my father was a sailor and none of them wanted to take responsibility for me. So, from Presbyterian Hospital Hollywood
to a private adoption broker to 426 North Bristol Avenue I was travelling when I was just a few weeks old.¹ At no time was I a chubby, smiling baby named Joan. My towels were with Joan with monograms. The silver picture frame with birth statistics is monogrammed And the little bible I was given as a baby tells little Joan. Only a few weeks old and I was supposed to be Joan Crawford Jr. Amazing responsibility. There are pictures of
me in my album with Mom holding me, feeding me a bottle, bathing me. Baby Joan laughs and cries and does nothing but just lie there in a satin-lined crib. There are dozens of pictures of naked baby Joan and smiley baby Joan. There are honest pictures and professional 8x10 pictures of Mom holding me. Beautiful portraits of a mother and child, Gossamer, capturing some of the eternity of this special relationship. She finally had her
baby and she never let go of that preciousness. She took me with her everywhere she went. I slept in locker rooms and sound gambians in the studio. I drove a car with her from the age of a few months. She saved every little hair from my head, every bit of my mouth. They were all carefully sealed with envelopes and labeled in her generous handwriting. There were gifts for which she wrote little notes... For my beautiful baby... I love
you, my beautiful, dear girl... Comments I couldn't read and only she knew about. During my months of infancy she showered me with the imprisoned flood of love and affection that had been stifle in her for so many years. Better yet, she shouldn't have shared me with anyone... I was hers alone. She was the syringe from which all love and affection flowed and I was her muse for a girl with golden hair. She named me after her and
through the affection, attention and lavish decorations she showered on me, she tried to compensate for the poverty of her childhood. I was supposed to be the best, the prettiest, the smartest, the fastest and the most special kid on earth. I didn't want to for nothing... Toys, clothes and baby jewelry. She kept holding me and looking at me and trying to get my thinning hair to grow into gold rings. Every time she didn't take me to the
studio, she rushed home in time to feed me and give me my bath. She would shoot me lullabies and shake me until we left. Actually, I was lovely. I also became quite spoiled under the constant guidance of all this attention. I had everything... A friend who played with me endlessly and cared for me in the form of my sister and a spoiled, adoring mother who couldn't resist anything I asked her to. In return she had my absolute devotion.
The sun was rising and sunset on my beautiful god of mother. Her laughter was the music of my life and the sound of her heart beating as she held me close to her made me feel safe and quiet. I sobbed every time she left me even for a while and clung to her skirts if there were new people around. I quickly learned to be charming to society. I was very bright and I seem to know what pleases the great people. Everyone was right about
me and said what a beautiful boy I was. I learned to walk and talk very quickly. California State Laws Not allowing one woman to adopt children. So, when I was 11 months old, Mom took me to Las Vegas, Nevada, and legally adopted me in May, 1940. At one point before the final papers were signed, Mom concluded that Joan Crawford Jr. didn't exactly fit. She chose a new name for me and when the adoption impressions the name
as Christina Crawford. In exchange for their more liberal adoption laws and significant pay, the state of Nevada tried to provide some degree of future protection for adopted children. Since Mom was single and if anything happened to her there would be no one to support me, it was decided that a trust fund should be set up in my name. The court was assured that this compromise was in the best interests of all concerned and sent its
duty accordingly. During my early childhood I heard many references to the trust and Mum said she periodically put the gifts of money her friends sent me on special occasions at this trust. For some reason I never found out, we went from Las Vegas to Miami, Florida. Intriguingly, Mom never mentioned going to Miami. I only found out we were there for a few weeks when I was seen in Miami as an actress to make my first film in 1960.
There she was interviewed by a journalist who told me that she had interviewed Mom twenty years earlier and nothing more, and she had not originally met me as a little baby. She didn't seem to have any explanation for our trip except that Mom said at the time that she was on a much-needed vacation. It didn't seem that weird except we drove all the way. In 1940 there was a war and fuel was rationed. There were no motorways and
it was unusual for a woman alone with an 11-month-old baby to travel nearly 3,000 miles. But that's obviously what we did.² From Miami we went to New York where I celebrated my first birthday. The New York fan rep was there and some of Mom's closest friends. We stayed at the Sherry Holland Hotel and then Mom took an apartment on East End Avenue that she kept for many years. I had a sister named Aunt Kitty and every day
she would take me in my big black English parambolecer to a swarm park in the East River. I was always dressed in an ergand pinpura and by then I had a full head of blonde rings. The fans were specifically supposed to take pictures of me, but somehow they managed to hide the cameras and take the contraband photos anyway. During our stay in East Ham, she took me to visit some friends from her Christian Science who own a
beautiful dairy farm in upstate New York. I was still very small and when Mom and I and a dachshund named Papashine went on our walks in the fields surrounding her friends' house, she often had to carry me a nun part of the way. One afternoon we went on one of these walks in the lovely countryside, and I was walking alongside Mom when we The short-legged dog leaps through the long grass and disappears for a moment
between each knot. Suddenly Mom let out a scream of horror and already on the run swooped me in her arms. Mom ran for her life and I clung to her body with my hands and feet like a little monkey. The dog did his best to keep up with us at one point, even though I was swinging up and down with the motion of Mom's run, I saw a giant black animal chasing us. I could hear the loud sound of his legs hitting the ground, sensing that the
giant animal was gaining on us. Come on, about 100 meters, there was a long fence. Mom went straight to him. Seemingly out of nowhere, Aunt Peggy showed up at the fence and called for encouragement for Mom. Aunt Peggy yelled: Remember Joan, God is love. Through her accelerated breathing and never missing a beat in her stride, Mother shouted back: Damn Peggy, God is love on the other side of the fence! A moment later,
Mom was thying to safety through the fence and dragging me with her. She fell exhausted on the soft grass crying and laughing at the same time. Aunt Peggy tried to comfort us both and make sure we weren't hurt. The hesitant little dog collapsed in a pile, gasping quickly. We looked back towards the field and there behind the fence, weighing more than 2,000 pounds, was a champion who raises a black bull with a ring through his
nose, snorts and touches the ground. Mom didn't say another word, but picked me up and went with Aunt Peggy back to the farmhouse. It was definitely the end of our walks in the country. Before we left New York we went to visit Helen Hayes Beniac on the Hudson River. She and her husband, Charles MacArthur, had two children. So did a girl named Mary later died of polio, and a younger one named James, but we called jamie.
Jamie was a few years older than me, but the difference at that point was considerable, because I was still in a baby stroller. Jamie tried to entertain me while the adults visited and he rolled me in my carriage into the garden. I went through a phase when I was very big at kissing, but Jamie wasn't too excited about it and went to pick up some flowers for me. I didn't get used to being left alone and after a short while I started crying. The
sound of my crying brought the desired attention from both my mother and Jamie. He rushed back with flowers for me. Trying to please me and shut me up, he presented me with a big rose that he stuck in my face! The perverse humor of adults being what it is, they were pleased with this unexpected comedy and snapped some pictures of the event. The more they laughed, the louder I cried, the harder Jamie tried to shut me up. Not
an auspicious romantic debut on my part, to say the least. Mom and I left for California shortly after this visit. Helen always sent us lovely Christmas and birthday presents and we corresponded fairly regularly in later years. Helen Hayes was one of the people Mom really respected and admired. They became friends when Mom first started out as a choir girl and went to see everything Helen Hayes did on Broadway. Lynn Fontaine and
Alfred Lyunt were the other two Broadway stars mom loved and admired. Everyone was supposed to remain friends for life, a friendship built on mutual admiration.¹ Mom and I went back to California and she went back to work. Strange cargo and Susan and God were released in 1940, and in a strange charge again she was on Clark Gable's crew again. Even though I was very little, I remember Gable's visits to the house for the next
two years. He looked huge to me and had a wonderful hearty laugh. Mom and he renewed their romance, I think, but again it wasn't meant to be any romantic relationship going on. Mom once said that Gable was only interested in women who weren't available. Mom had her own problems with the relationship because as much as she craved and was attracted to strong men, deep down, I think she only wanted men she could control.
It certainly wasn't Clark Gable. He was known as a man, an athlete and a lover. Gable had a spirit and enthusiasm for a livelihood that set them apart. Although their romance was relatively brief, Mum spoke of Gable with a special affection and respect for the rest of her life. When asked by interviewers who her favorite lead actor or male Hollywood star is, she usually puts Gable at the top of the list. Perhaps it was because she was
never able to excel at him professionally and not control him personally that she had maintained her respect and love for him for nearly thirty years. In 1941 and 1942, she took two photos a year under her Metro contract. But even though she kept working she knew her career wasn't going forward. The scripts were corny and most of his time spent changing outfits. The reviews mentioned her clothes more than her acting and with war
in the review process there were often punishment for the abundance of fabric available to dress her while the rest of the country skimped and called for the war effort. Above suspicion was her last film for MGM. After 17 years under contract to the same studio, the studio that saw her develop from cheeky flapping to a big star, the studio that was her home, was now a rival and she knew she was losing the fight. Finally, she left and
signed a contract with Warner Bros. for far less money than she gets at MGM. Warner Bros. was supposed to be a whole new fight for her. She didn't have the censored niche she got used to on metro. She doesn't know everyone and all the little stories about their past. She wasn't part of the family on this new lot and she still had to fight with the executive producers and Jack Warner himself. You're the... They filed were worse in her
opinion because the ones she refused to do on metro. What an irony she left one studio because of the poor quality material she was offered just to get worse junk at Warner's. Besides Hollywood the Cataina, a lavish propaganda film featuring every star on Warner's payroll, she hasn't worked at all in nearly three years. I think when she mothered Philip Terry in 1942, who at the time was a handsome but relatively unknown actor in his
early thirties, she knew that her metro days were numbered. Mom's only been divorced for three years, but I don't think she liked being alone that much. I think throughout the fans and servants she was absolutely lonely. By her own admission she never liked Philip enough to justify his marriage and he certainly wasn't strong enough to do anything for her career, so loneliness and a certain boredom were really the only answers left.
Mom needed company and she needed an audience to reassure her that she was loved. She had an insidious need for love and attention. Philip was the second husband to come to live with her at her 426 North Bristol home, where he had his own suite of a large bedroom and dressing room. It always seemed he was more of a guest than a part of the household and he never really had any say on how things were managed. It must
have been very disheartening for him and I'm sure if he knew what he was getting himself involved in, he would never have married Mom. In 1943, Joan and Phillip adopted a boy together whom they called Philip Terry Jr. I don't remember the anniversary but I definitely remember the night my other baby brother arrived. I slept in the big canopy canopy. I heard voices and woke up slowly. There was a light on the room and I could see
the shadows of some people standing around the crib in front of my bed. The people whispered. Sat. Everybody turned around. I ran out of bed and ran to the crib to peer through the railing. I was about three and a half years old and I still wasn't tall enough to see much in the half-darkness. Someone picked me up so I could get a better look. I looked down and there he was... Fat, smiling little brother. I wanted to touch him. He looks
just like a big doll with his blue eyes and blond curls. I touched him and he started crying! It freaked me out and I almost fell into a crib with him. Everyone seemed angry with me and back in my bed I went. This baby's been crying for quite some time. Everyone messed with him and said how beautiful he was. They told me to go back to sleep and leave. The door to my room always stayed open and the hallway light burned all night
because I was afraid of the dark. Sometimes the dolls on the shelves in my room would dance in the shadows and I'd be scared of them. Sometimes there were wolves under my bed and I had to lie very quietly so I wouldn't have known I was there. Sometimes I lie so quietly it was like I was frozen. I don't think I was so afraid of the dark before I started sleeping in the big four-poster bed. At first I had nightmares and I fell out of it.
Mom used to come running out of her room. I'd scream. It was pretty far to the floor... I had to use the stool to get into bed. I had the same dream. I was kidnapped by a bunch of men on horseback. Mom was trying to find me. The men and horses would stop to rest. I could hear Mom... She was right around the bend on the road... She came to save me. But, just as I could see her, the men would pick me up and ride. Then I'd cry and
fall out of bed. I didn't invent all the kidnapping terrorism. Just a few years before I was born, the Lindbergh kidnapping was a national tragedy. And then before that little brother came along, there was another one. His name was Christopher and he wasn't with us long when his real mother came and wanted him back. It was a horrible scene with screams and screams and a lot of running around. But she did get her son back and we'd
be without Christopher. Since then, Mom has changed the dates of birth on the certificates. Not in mys, but on brother Philip and later on the twins. Apparently there was some publicity about Christopher first who gave the real date of birth and through this story the real mother found it. So... Philip's birthday was October 15 and the twins were on January 15, but it wasn't the real day of their birth anyway. Mom and Phillip Terry adopted
Philip Jr. together, but I was still ⁴ mom's mom. He'd cry and I'd like to get out of bed and hit him. But we soon started sorting it out and realised I had a wonderful game in real life to play with. I dressed him and rolled him in his carriage. I helped him take baths and feed him, just like with my dolls. When he was old enough to stand in for his mound, he was making a real show. He hated the whelming and would sink his legs and clutch
bars jumping up and down like a monkey. He broke three lons hopelessly before the seniors finally gave them up. He and I were inseparable. We shared the same bedroom and the same bathroom until I was a teenager and used to lock him out. I got him to play all my games. I was a teacher or a chief or the boss and he was everything else that needed to be. He was mad at me for being so bossy, but I thought it was just great. As
he got a little older he became a really big swimmer, a fish, and in the pool it was a very even game. Why one of us didn't drown is a miracle to me. Underwater, where no one else can hear us or bother much with our game... We've worked on all the hostilities of brother and sister. He won more often than he lost. Plus, we swore silence. No snitches, even if you have That was our deal and we kept it. His stepfather Philip was a kind
man, but he and Mom didn't get along so well all the time. He got the unpleasant job of spanking me. We made a deal. We'd go down to the building in front of the pool where they showed movies and sometimes I'd have parties and that's where I got my spanking from him... Theatre. The deal was I'd have one more hit every time I had to be punished. At first it was fine because I only got one hit and it was over. Over.
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